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[IN CONFIDENCE RELEASE EXTERNAL] 

From 1 April 2015, parents can have a dependent child allowance in addition to their living 

allowance. The dependent child allowance is calculated in the same way the expenditure 

for qualifying children within the formula assessment is calculated, as detailed below. 

Questions 2 – 4: Establishing Liable Parent vs Receiving Parent 

Whether either, both, or neither parent is receiving a sole parent benefit has no impact on 

the formula assessment calculation. Beneficiary status is not something the formula 

assessment takes into account. The crux of your question is determined in Step 6 below, 

however the full calculation is outlined below to provide context. 

Step 1 

Establish each parent’s adjusted income. This is the income they earned in the relevant 

income year. The relevant year is established as follows: 

(a) If, in the most recent tax year, the person’s income was derived solely from

withholding income, the person’s withholding income for the calendar year (1

January to 31 December) immediately preceding the start of the child support year;

or

(b) If, in the most recent tax year, the person’s income was not derived solely from

withholding income, then we will use the income derived in the tax year

immediately preceding the most recent tax year, inflated by the inflation

percentage for the child support year.

Step 2 

Deduct the living allowance and any dependent child and/or multi-group allowances that 

may apply. The result is the parent’s child support income. 

Step 3 

Add both parents’ child support incomes together to get a combined child support income. 

Step 4 

Divide each parent’s individual child support income by the combined child support income 

to get an income percentage for each parent. 

Step 5 

Work out each parent’s proportion of care for the child and then obtain their care cost 

percentage from the table contained in Schedule 2 of the Child Support Act 1991. 

Step 6 

Subtract the care cost percentage from the income percentage for each parent. The result 

is the “child support percentage”. 

1. If the result is a negative percentage, that parent is a receiving carer.

2. If the result is a positive percentage, that person is a liable parent.

3. If the result is a nil percentage, the person is a liable parent.

Step 7 

Work out the costs for each child, based on the parents’ combined child support income 

applied against the “Child expenditure” table.






